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Our vision 
For the Canadian Rockies to be globally known for having the “Greatest Of All Time” mountain 
bike experiences, with Plaid G.O.A.T. leading the way as a regional cultural and economic catalyst.

Our mission
To host the “Greatest Of All Time” (G.O.A T.) mountain bike festival that celebrates the culture of 
riding in the Canadian Rockies. This bucket list event will make locals proud and rally riders of all 
stripes from around the region and beyond. 

What is Plaid Goat? 
The 3rd Annual Plaid Goat is a 3-day celebration revelling in the mountain bike stoke of the 
Canadian Rockies. We are hosting an expected 2,000 attendees for a fun-first festival offering 
activities for bikers and non-bikers alike. Our diverse program includes shuttles to the best trails in 
the valley, group rides and coaching with experts, a Jump Jam competition, kids activities, bike demos, 
bike rodeo, craft beer hub – and kms on end of great Canadian singletrack!

Not your average sponsorship 
approach or event!
We are experts at hosting a wildly fun and appealing event for riders of all stages and places. And, 
we work with our sponsors and partners to make sure your investment in Plaid Goat drives your 
bottom line and enhances our customer experience. We are wide-open to tailoring your sponsorship 
activation program.  

“ Our investment in Plaid Goat as a 2018 

Greatest of All Time sponsor provided 

exponential returns. We saw a spike 

in sales, leads and traffic in our store 

following the event. And, we had a tonne 

of positive profile and reach through 

social and digital media which was 

driven through the Festival’s channels. 

We just signed up to come back in 2019!”

  - Paul Kerfoot, Outside Bike & Ski 



Top 4 reasons to be a  
Plaid Goat sponsor
1. Reach a desirable group of people
Plaid Goat attracts the highest female attendance of any co-ed mountain bike event in North 
America. Marketers know that women make most purchase decisions in a household on mostly 
everything including: sport, leisure, travel, vehicles, culinary and financial services. 

Mountain-bikers tend to spend thousands of dollars annually on mountain-bikes and related gear. 
This active demographic are typically highly educated with above average incomes. Plaid Goat 
customers also travel, dine, workout, ski, purchase vacation properties and generally speaking, 
enjoy life to the fullest! 

With Plaid Goat, you are reaching a highly desirable audience from Calgary, Edmonton, the Bow 
Valley and beyond including visitors from eight provinces, eight states and even into Europe.  

2. Raise your profile 
Plaid Goat is a wildly popular and exponentially growing event and we expect nearly 2,000 
attendees through our gates in 2019. On top of that our robust digital and social channels give 
you the opportunity to reach tens of thousands! 

•  Since 2017, our website traffic has grown 56%, and we had 92,000 visitors 
spending more than 2 minutes per session on plaidgoat.ca 

•  Our Facebook fan base has increased by 83% and we have phenomenal organic 
reach, often hitting 3,500 targeted consumers, with paid campaigns reaching 
more than 18,000 

•  Our Instagram is a fan favourite with a growing organic audience nearing 1,800, 
a reach of 926 accounts, and 4,806 impressions

3.  Align with your values & generate 
good will

  Plaid Goat’s philosophy is built on the key values of: quality, regional collaboration, 
Canadian inclusivity, fun & celebration, community reinvestment and being strategic. If this 
aligns with your company values, we are a fit! 

  And, Plaid Goat supports the Ride the Rockies Society, which invests in mountain bike 
associations in a variety of ways. This includes: regional networking opportunities and 
collaborative info sharing, donated packages to bolster their fundraising efforts and a ton 
of in-event perks dedicated to the region’s builders for their efforts. 

  In short form, we are a values based organization, doing good and having fun. 

4. Drive sales and leads
  Our sponsors and expo vendors have a unique opportunity to reach nearly 2,000 desirable 

Plaid Goat customers over the weekend and far more through our online channels. 
Sponsors have the opportunity to sample their wares and showcase their best, driving 
onsite and future sales. 
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“ Plaid Goat 

Mountain Bike 

Festival is hands-

down the busiest 

demo event that 

Norco Bicycles and 

the GrizTour attends 

in Western Canada. 

We bring out one 

of the largest 

demo fleets in the 

business and 2019 is 

going to awesome.” 

 ~  Jason AKA Griz from Norco Bicycles and  

@GrizTour
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Benefit

Premium: 

$10,000

Greatest of All Time:  

$5,000 - $9,999
$2,500 - $4,999 $1,000 - $2,499 $500 - $999

All entry passes
15

8

4
2

2

Jump Jam entries
8

4

2
2

2

Coaching sessions 8
2

2
n/a

n/a

Logo on website
Top level sponsor section & 

homepage footer

2nd tier, Greatest of All Time  

sponsor section & 

homepage footer

3rd tier,  
Good to Goat section

4th tier,  
Good to Goat section

5th tier, Suppliers &  

Partners section

Naming rights
Yes

n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a

Banners at event
10

6

4
3

2

Tent at expo
2 of any size

1 of any size
1 of any size

1, 10x10
n/a

Branded hashtag 

on Plaid Goat 

Instagram

15
10

7
5

n/a

Plaid Goat  

Facebook posts

10
4

2
2

n/a

Photo rights to 

images showing 

your brand

Yes
Yes

Yes
n/a

n/a

Specialty hospitality 

opportunities

Yes
Yes

Yes
n/a

n/a

Specialty branding 

& contesting 

opportunities

Yes
Yes

Yes
n/a

n/a

Sponsorship Level



Event overview: 

here’s what to expect

Baggy shorts or spandex, high pants or low 

pants, hardcore or softcore... all welcome! This is your opportunity to be a 
partner of the biggest celebration of 
mountain bike culture in the Canadian 
Rockies. Here is our overview of cash 
sponsorship opportunities. We are open 
to creative activations and programs to 
help you reach your goals!

More fun - less 
competition!

Drink beer!

Demo bikes!

Ride the Rockies!
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Jump 
Jam
Female participation in the 

Jump Jam increased 500% 

since 2016 and is expected 

to grow. This feat included 

a monumental & perfectly 

executed first-ever backflip 

by talented athlete Stephanie 

Nychka.

Kids HubDemo-licious 

Days & Expo
In 2018, more than 750 bikes were demoed by premium 

brands. Vendors raved deemed Plaid Goat as a must-attend 

event for the mountain bike industry.

Craft beer &  

food vendors Bike Rodeo

Coaching &  

group rides
Womens 
programs

Shuttles
More than 250 shuttles dropped people off at trailheads on 

Sunday alone throughout the Bow Valley.



ATHLETE ACTIVATION OPPORTUNITIES 
Does your organization sponsor mountain bike athletes or teams? There are a variety of ways they can 
support you as part of your sponsorship package, while also generating exposure for themselves  
at Plaid Goat.  

Here are some ideas of how to leverage brand-associated sponsored or high performance athletes:

• Group ride leaders
• Coaching clinics
• Table talk hosts
• Guest mechanics

BIKE RODEO
If your company likes light competition that everyone can participate in, the Bike Rodeo is the activity for you. 
The Flannel Crew™ will help host this gong-show of ridiculousness, which attracts all-ages via tricycle races, 
bike tosses, tire tube tug-o-wars and who knows what else (but it’ll be fun!).

HUCK TO FLAT 
Positioned directly beside the Beer Hub, the Huck to Flat is a chance to be seen while supporting a showcase 
piece of jumping, hucking and long-distance antics. This is a highly photographed festival activity that you’ll 
want to be a part of. Two opportunities available. There are tons of positioning options on the feature that 
guarantee great visibility in photos and in-person.

KIDS HUB
Sponsor the Fest’s high-traffic kids activity area; a free access space for families to come play and/or relax. 
Includes dirt play pits (think digger tools for making wee jumps & tiny toy bikes), skills & drills area, face painting 
and a quiet get-away spot. This area is mega family friendly! Two opportunities available. 

SECURE BIKE PARKING 
Enjoy the exposure of direct association at the spot for bike drop offs at the Festival’s bike parking. This 
sponsorship provides a particularly unique customer interaction for organizations interested in aligning with a 
security theme or safekeeping of investments. Two opportunities available. 

PREFERRED ACCOMMODATION PARTNERS 
We’ll be seeking accommodation partners to recommend & promote for out of town attendees, volunteers, etc. 
Preference given to bike friendly accommodation. 

CRAFT BEER HUB
Table talks: host a table talk, offering direct one on one discussions with your 
market. Package includes beer, reserved table and promotion in Festival guide.

“Beyond a beer” tent activities: there will be a limited number of activities 
accepted into the Craft Beer Tent which will be excellent hosting opportunities 
aimed at facilitating fun direct-to-brand experiences. Activities may include 
Hammerschlagen (aka: Stump), adult Jenga, etc. Have an idea of your own? 
Let’s talk!

JUMP JAM
Bringing in a classic crowd pleaser, the Jump Jam is our most exciting 
spectator activity. With sponsor positioning available on the jumps, the 
fencing around the skills park, or in the field as you walk up to the main 
event… we have options to make sure you’re seen by the thrill seekers, 
their fans and that your brand is captured in Festival photos and video.

SHUTTLES 
Position your organization in the cozy quarters of the Festival partners’ 
shuttle vehicles. As the anticipation of the ride ahead grows in the 
group, be the shuttle host and share tales of how your brand enables 
great mountain bike experiences, connecting the shuttle function to a 
market goal. 

SPONSORED VEHICLE 
PLACEMENTS 
Park your branded vehicle in a paralleled profile location during the 
festival to get maximum brand exposure with high visibility to attendees. 
Four spots available!

• 1 at entrance
• 1 inside expo
• 1 at Bike Rodeo 
• 1 by Jump Jam

Plaid Goat has many exciting and popular program elements 

that you can be a part of. Each opportunity offers high visibility 

and engagement with key markets. Sponsorship opportunities 

will be negotiated as a bespoke arrangement. 
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TECH GEEK MECHANIC SERIES
Plaid Goat will no doubt draw the tech obsessed. This package is adaptable to create 
a unique program around the mechanics of mountain bikes. Teach clinics, announce 
new products, host a Craft Beer Tent table talk or create a for-fun mechanic contest 
that entertains and educates while elevating your brand! 

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCT 
DONATIONS
Position your brand, product or other promotional items to fall directly into the 
hands of the core volunteer crew and help the festival build its capacity. Please 
supply 100 items. Other incentive packages will be considered for additional markets 
such as for Jump Jam prizing, VIPs, etc. 

REGIONAL ROCKSTARS 
Plaid Goat is a regional event and promotes the communities and their experiences 
throughout the Rockies. Yes, the primary festival will be in Canmore, but we’ll 
also celebrate the riding in other towns & cities in various ways. This part of the 
program will build out over time, but a select number of communities will be 
accepted as we grow, based on capacity & alignment. If you want to know more… 
let’s talk! 

CANMORE  | BANFF | JASPER | K-COUNTRY CROWSNEST PASS | ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN HOUSE |HINTON | CALGARY | EDMONTON 

COACHING CLINICS 
With a variety of regional coaches collaborating with Plaid Goat, seize the 
opportunity to help enable these rich learning sessions. Associate your 
brand with skills development and learning that results in a strong emotional 
connection around growth, confidence building and camaraderie. 

CORPORATE HOSTING  
OR OTHER… 
Do you have another idea? Perhaps you have a corporate hosting need and 
would like to chat about bringing special groups to Plaid Goat and show off 
your brand by giving them a VIP experience?  

We would love to create a custom package for you!

Good to Goat Sponsors &  
Supporting Suppliers
Small businesses | Mom & Pop shops | Niche 
boutiques | Community groups 
If you have a smaller organization or fill a unique niche you may have just what we’re looking for to help our event. 
There are support options for all types and sizes of products, services, experiences and teams. 

You may not even be a traditional “mountain bike” business, however have an interest in engaging this under-targeted 
and highly coveted market. Our team can tailor a program to fit your interests with combined cash and in-kind 
donations that may include:

•  Providing “people power” as part of our volunteer team 
•  Leveraging your network to help amplify awareness of the Festival
•  Connecting Plaid Goat with partners you think would fit our vision

Become a supporting supplier or  
Good to Goat sponsor 
Like our festival, our sponsor program is inclusive. You don’t have to be a mega corp to be Good to Goat. Supporting 
suppliers can be any type of organization including those who offer professional services, manufacture goods or rent 
product. Any and all supplier discounts, in kind support or cash sponsorships go a long way!

May include: accommodation, apparel, cleaning, professional services, printing media, advertising, online event 
supplies, F&B manufacturing services, transportation, toys, security, insurance, health & wellness services. Have another 
idea? Let’s Talk!

Provide items for give-aways, draws & volunteers
We’ll be seeking a variety of donations to help build a high quality, diverse and crazy fun program at Plaid Goat. We aim 
to deliver the right mix of activities for the greatest time ever. Here’s what’s on order:

• Craft Beer Tent
• Kids Hub
• Volunteers
• Bike Rodeo
• Jump Jam
• Group Rides
• Coaching Clinics
• Trail builder thanks
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BIKE & SKI

LO
AM C
O

FF
EE

Thank You To Our 2018 Sponsors!

2018 GOAT Sponsors

2018 Accommodation

2018 Good To Goat Sponsors

2018 Media Sponsors

2018 Suppliers & Operational Partners



June 21-23, 2019

Contact: 
Wanda Bogdane

 403.609.7127

 wanda@plaidgoat.ca

 www.plaidgoat.ca


